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Abstract

Background: advance care planning (ACP) allows a patient to state their preferences for care, so that if in future they
cannot make decisions their wishes are known. Our aim was to review systematically the effectiveness of ACP interventions
in people with cognitive impairment and dementia.
Methods: systematic searches of key electronic databases, supplemented by hand searches of reference lists and consult-
ation with experts. Two independent reviewers undertook screening, data extraction and quality assessment.
Results: four studies were included; three allocated providers randomly to intervention or control arm. All took place in
nursing homes. Three studies reported formal processes of capacity assessment, only up to 36% of participants were
judged to have capacity. Three studies reported positive findings in terms of documentation of patient preferences for care.
Two studies reported significant reductions in hospitalisation rates; a third found increased use of hospice services in the
intervention group. A meta-analysis could not be carried out due to heterogeneity of outcome measures.
Conclusions: there is limited evidence for the effectiveness of ACP in people with cognitive impairment/dementia in
terms of ACP documentation and health-care use. In terms of capacity to discuss ACP, nursing home settings may be too
late for people with dementia.
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Older people may wish to plan ahead, so that if in future
they cannot make decisions, their wishes about their care
will be known; this is especially relevant in dementia, where
patients experience an extended period of mental incapacity
but may retain physical health. Advance directives (ADs),
or living wills are documents in which an adult could
record wishes for future care, including refusal to receive
certain treatments or interventions. More recently the
broader concept of advance care planning (ACP), a multi-
stage process whereby a patient and their carers achieve a
shared understanding of their goals and preferences for
future care has been introduced. Patients can document

their wishes as advance statements (patient preferences for
care), as ADs, also known as advance decisions to refuse
treatment (ADRTs) and/or nominate a power of attorney
to make decisions on their behalf should they lose mental
capacity.

The implementation of ACP has been influenced by
legislation in some countries such as the USA [1] and by
policy in others, as in the UK [2]. Evidence shows that one
to one discussions with a trained professional over a period
of time are the most successful [3–8], but in practice ACP
decisions may not be adequately disseminated to influence
care [6]. People with dementia consistently receive
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suboptimal care at the end of life [9, 10]; ACP may thus
provide an opportunity for more person-centred care [11],
although such discussions should occur while the person
still has capacity [12, 13]. This aim of this systematic review
was to determine the effectiveness of ACP interventions in
people with cognitive impairment and dementia and also to
identify factors influencing the implementation of ACP in
this area [11]; this paper presents the findings of the effect-
iveness review.

Methods

Search strategy and study selection criteria

Details of the electronic search strategy, search terms and
selection criteria used are given in Appendix 1 (available as
Supplementary data in Age and Ageing online); this was
enhanced by hand searching reference lists of retrieved arti-
cles and grey literature, and consultation with experts [11].
Only studies reported in English were considered for
inclusion.

The review followed recommended best practice [14].
Abstracts were scrutinised by two independent reviewers (C.
D., N.R.); when high levels of agreement were achieved,
screening was completed by one reviewer (C.D.).
Disagreements were resolved through discussion or via a
third reviewer (L.R.), with a presumption of inclusion in
cases of doubt. Full text copies of the papers included were
assessed via a similar process.

Figure 1 summarises the flow of studies through the
review. The results of the second part of the review, factors
which influence the implementation of ACP in practice, will
be reported separately. An update was carried out in
January 2010; no additional studies were found.

Data extraction and quality assessment

Data extraction followed recommendations from the
Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care
(EPOC) Review Group [15]. Because the studies were
expected to be heterogeneous in terms of the interventions,
methods and outcomes, a detailed narrative of the key find-
ings and results was also extracted. Two independent
reviewers (N.R., C.D.) rated each study included in the
review using the risk of bias criteria recommended by the
EPOC Review Group [16].

Data synthesis

It was not possible to pool the results of the four included
studies in a meta-analysis due to substantial differences in
the methods and outcome measures employed, despite two
of the studies evaluating similar interventions based on the
Let Me Decide programme [17, 18]. A narrative summary of
the outcomes of the included studies was constructed [14].

Results

The main characteristics and results of the included studies
are summarised in Table 1.

Study characteristics

Four studies met the inclusion criteria for the efficacy
review [17–20] (see Table 1). Two studies were from the
USA [19, 20], one from Canada [18] and one from Australia
[17]. All studies were in nursing home settings.

The mean age of participants varied from 78 to 87
years; one study did not report details of participants’ ages
[17]. Although none of the four studies specifically targeted
participants with dementia, two studies included people
with a range of cognitive impairment from mild to severe
[19, 20] and one included people with mild and/or moder-
ate dementia, but excluded those with severe dementia [17].

Three studies reported formally assessing the capacity of
nursing home residents to make advance care plans [17, 18,
20] (see Appendix 2; available as Supplementary data in Age
and Ageing online). Two studies reported a two stage
process undertaken by nurses with an initial screen to
exclude residents with severe cognitive impairment [17, 18,
21]. In the third study, capacity was assessed by the social
worker [20]. The proportion of participants who were
judged to have capacity to make decisions varied upto a
maximum proportion of 36% [18].

Methodological quality

The quality of the included studies was variable (see
Appendix 3; available as Supplementary data in Age and
Ageing online). In terms of methodological quality, studies
which randomised had small numbers at the unit of ran-
domisation level [18, 19]; although Molloy et al. included
over 1,000 participants, this was a cluster randomised con-
trolled trial comprising only six care homes. None of the
four studies prospectively carried out a power calculation at
the design stage.

Characteristics of the interventions

Two of the included studies evaluated a specific advance
directive programme, ‘Let Me Decide’, with trained nurses
providing education to nursing home residents and their
families, as well as staff in participating nursing homes and
hospitals [17, 18]. Caplan also trained the medical practi-
tioners providing care to participating nursing homes [17].
Morrison et al. trained social workers in ACP, via small
group workshops and role play sessions [20]. Hanson et al.
trained palliative care teams to deliver educational sessions
to nursing home staff [19].

Two of the studies focused solely on the implementation
of ACP [18, 20]; in the other two studies, ACP was part of
a wider implementation of hospital in the home or palliative
care [17, 19].
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Reported outcome of the interventions

Only one of the RCTs [18] specified a main outcome
measure, ‘residents’ and families’ satisfaction with health
care and health-care utilisation (see Table 1). Additional
outcome measures focused on ACP outcomes, patient
health and/or health-care use.

ACP outcomes

Three studies found the intervention led to an increase in
the number of ACP-related written outputs [18–20].
Hanson et al. reported a slight, but significant, increase in
Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) orders, but no significant
change in the rate of living wills or power of attorney docu-
ments [19]. In Malloy’s study, the completion of ADs was

greater in the intervention group compared with the
control although the level of significance was not reported
[18]. Morrison et al. found significant increases in the inter-
vention group in documentation of participants’ preferences
for care (resuscitation, artificial nutrition, intravenous anti-
biotics and hospitalisation) recorded in their nursing home
charts with respect to cardio-pulmonary [20].

Patient health

Only one study evaluated the effect of the ACP interven-
tion on participant health: Hanson et al. found a significant
increase in the intervention group in pain assessment, but
no significant differences in the use of pain medication
[19].

Figure 1. Flow chart demonstrating study selection process.
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Table 1. Setting, study characteristics and key findings of included studies

Study Study design Country Setting Sample Intervention and professional
involved

Primary outcome
measure

ACP outcomes Health-care outcomes Key findings

Caplan
et al.
[17]

Controlled before
and after study

Australia Nursing
homes
(NHs) (n
= 32) and
hospitals
(n = 3)

Nursing home
residents
(NHRs), their
families, staff
and general
practitioners

Education for residents,
families, staff and GPs

Not specified Number of ACP
referrals

Number of
Emergency
Department
presentations and
hospital
admissions

ACP. In the first year, 63 NHRs referrals were received; 45
NHRs agreed to proceed with ACP. Five were judged to
have capacity: discussions and decisions documented in
their notes

Potential nursing
home
participants n
= 1,344

Number of ACP
discussions

Number of
emergency
ambulance calls
from all the
nursing homes
(NHs)

Of the 40 without capacity: 3 ‘persons responsible’ completed
a plan of treatment, 20 NHRs had discussions and
preferences were recorded in notes but no document was
signed, 10 NHRs completed discussions but nothing
formally documented, 6 persons responsible declined
discussion of ACP, 1 NHR had previously completed ACP

Number of
discussions that
proceeded to a
written form by
either the resident
or a proxy

Number of
emergency and
elective admissions
to hospital and
bed-days occupied
by residents in
hospital

Mortality. No significant change in mortality until the final
third year when mortality rose in the control nursing
homes (30.4 versus 41.6 deaths per 100 nursing home
beds; P = 0.0425)

Number of deaths
registered to the
address of each
NH

Health care use. Annual rate of admission of residents per
nursing home bed initially higher in the intervention
hospitals, but lower by the final year (0.865 versus 1.254;
RR = 0.89; 95% CI: 0.85–0.93; P < 0.0001). Risk of a
resident being in an intervention hospital bed for a day
compared with control group fell by a quarter from being
initially similar (RR = 1.01; 95% CI: 0.98–1.04; P = 0.442)
to being lower (RR = 0.74; 95% CI 0.72–0.77;
P ≤ 0.0001)

Hanson
et al.
[19]

Controlled before
and after study

USA Nursing
homes (n
= 9)

Nursing home
residents
(n= 458)

Recruitment and training (in
palliative care practices) of
palliative care leadership in
each facility

Not specified Number of
documented ACP
discussions

Percentage of
residents receiving
hospice or
palliative services,
pain assessment,
pain treatment
among residents in
pain

ACP. Documented ACP discussions were rare at baseline.
Intervention NHRs had a significant increase in
documented discussions from 4 to 17% (P < 0.001)

Two nursing homes
were chosen at
random for
training

Number of orders on
life-sustaining
treatments, living
wills and
health-care powers
of attorney

DNR orders increased slightly in intervention nursing homes
(58–65%, P = 0.04), as did use of DNR flags. Living wills
(31% versus 30%) and health-care powers of attorney
(27% versus 33%) were not significantly changed

Patient health. Significant increase in the intervention group in
pain assessment from 18 to 60% (P ≤ 0.001); no change in
orders for pain medication

Health-care use. Significant increase in hospice enrolment in the
intervention group from 4.0% at baseline to 6.8% post
intervention (P ≤ 0.01)
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Molloy
et al.
[18]

Randomised control
trial

Canada Nursing
homes (n
= 6)

Nursing home
residents
(n= 1,133)

Two days educational
workshop for nurses in
nursing homes who then
trained other staff and
counselled patients. Used
Let Me Decide. Nurses
carried out the discussions;
Doctors reviewed and
signed the forms

Residents’ and
families’
satisfaction
with health
care and
health-care
utilisation over
18 months

Rates of completion
of advance
directives

Residents’ and
families’
satisfaction with
health care and

Satisfaction with healthcare. No significant differences between
intervention and control homes

Six nursing homes
were randomly
allocated to the
two trial arms

Health care utilisation
over 18 months

ACP . Overall, 49% of participants completed ADs. At the
end of the study, 70% of NHRs in the intervention group
and 57% in the control group completed ADs. In the
control homes 71% of ADs were DNR orders and in the
intervention homes 89% of directives were Let Me Decide

Mortality. Similar in both intervention and control groups
(24% versus 28%; P = 0.20)

Health-care use. Mean hospitalisation rates per patient lower in
the intervention group compared with the control (0.27
versus 0.48; P = 0.001)

Average total cost per patient (health-care resource use)
significantly less in the intervention group compared with
the control group (CAD 3,490 versus CAD 5,239; P =
0.01); hospital costs per patient also less in the
intervention group (CAD 1,772 versus CAD 3,869; P =
0.003).

Morrison
et al.
[20]

Non-randomised
controlled trial

USA Nursing
home

Nursing home
residents (n=
139)

Education, using interactive
methods, in ACP for
intervention group social
workers. Social workers
(usual care) received a talk
on state law and medical
decision-making

Not specified Nursing home chart
documentation of
advance directives
and DNR orders

Concordance of
treatments received
with documented
preferences

ACP. Intervention residents were more likely to have their
preferences documented in nursing home chart than
control group residents. Significant increases in
documentation of patent preferences in the intervention
group compared with control: cardio pulmonary
resuscitation (40% versus 20%; P = 0.005); artificial
nutrition and hydration (47 versus 9%; P ≤ 0.01);
intravenous antibiotics (44 versus 9%; P = 0.01) and
hospitalisation (49 versus 16%; P ≤ 0.01)

Four social workers
were randomly
allocated to two
arms

Documentation of
patient preferences
for care

Health-care use. Control residents were significantly more likely
than intervention residents to receive treatments discordant
with their prior stated wishes (P = 0.04)

*Int, intervention; **Con, control; ***CI, confidence interval; RR, relative risk.
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Health-care utilisation

Three of the studies provided empirical data on the effects
of ACP intervention on health-care use [17–19]. In terms
of significant effects, Molloy et al. (2000) found lower hos-
pitalisation rates and hospital costs per patient in the inter-
vention group than in the control [18]. Caplan et al., also
found significant health-care resource reduction in the
intervention nursing homes, compared with control, in the
annual rate of hospital admissions, the use of hospital day
beds and the number of calls to the ambulance service
[17]. Hanson et al. found a significant increase in hospice
use in the intervention group compared with the control
[19].

Discussion

There is some evidence, albeit of variable quality, which
shows that ACP has the potential to reduce inappropriate
hospital admissions and health-care costs for people with
cognitive impairment and dementia. Further high-quality re-
search would strengthen the argument for ACP to become
an evidence-based part of routine dementia care; however,
it must be acknowledged that this is a difficult and challen-
ging area in which to carry out randomised controlled
trials. Equally important would be whether people with de-
mentia and their families would chose to undertake ACP,
and at which point in their illness, before it is presumed by
professionals to be an essential part of good quality care
for all [12].

A key limitation of this review is that only papers
written in English were included; consequently important
studies may have been excluded. Another difficulty was that
papers were not always clear about the stage at which
people with dementia were excluded. Siegert et al. stated
that a diagnosis of dementia was a explicit exclusion criteria,
then later specified ‘significant cognitive impairment’ [22]
but did not clarify whether or not people with mild/moder-
ate cognitive impairment were included: additional data
could not be found. It should also be noted that in two of
the studies [17, 19] significant outcomes may have been
related to factors other than the ACP intervention for
example, in the Caplan study (2006), ACP occurred along-
side implementation of a hospital-in-the-home scheme to
reduce hospitalisation [17].

In the UK, guidance recommends that in dementia ACP
should be carried out in the earlier stages of the illness
before capacity is lost [12], after which seeking proxy views
to facilitate best interest decision-making is recommended.
All of the studies included in this review were set in
nursing home populations. In the three studies which for-
mally assessed participants’ mental capacity, the majority of
participants were deemed incapable of making their own
health-care decisions; timing of ACP in dementia is thus
important, with discussions started earlier, if possible, in
the illness trajectory and reviewed on entry to a nursing
home.

Key points

• ACP allows a patient to discuss and write down their
preferences for care, so that if in future they cannot make
decisions their wishes are known; in dementia ACP
should be carried out before mental capacity is lost.

• This systematic review identified four studies involving
people with cognitive impairment/dementia; all were set
in nursing homes.

• Three studies formally assessed the capacity of partici-
pants to take part in ACP; proportions varied, with a
maximum of only up to one-third judged to have the cap-
acity to do so.

• There is limited evidence of variable quality that ACP has
the potential to positively influence patient preferences for
future care and reduce hospitalisation rates.
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